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SANLAM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

ALTERNATIVE

INVESTMENTS

HEDGE
FUNDS
CAPABILITY
USE THE
FULL
INVESTMENT
UNIVERSE
TO PROTECT
AND GROW
WEALTH
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INTRODUCING SANLAM
INVESTMENTS
With nearly R900 billion in assets
under management, Sanlam
Investments is one of South
Africa’s largest asset management
companies.

competitive advantage to develop
and grow high quality investment
solutions that are differentiated but
relevant within a changing asset
management landscape. In so doing
we remain responsive to our clients’
changing needs.

Our vision is to be the leader in
portfolio construction across active,
index tracking, alternative and
multi-managed investments (locally
and internationally) for the benefit
of our clients.

AN AUTHORITY ON PORTFOLIO
CONSTRUCTION
As Wealthsmiths™ our mission is
simple: to unlock the opportunities
that are difficult to find. We push
boundaries to find opportunities
where others don’t, searching
in both conventional and
unconventional places for additional
sources of alpha. In doing so, we’ve
cultivated the skill to meticulously
craft solutions of lasting value.

We’ve spent our 100 years of
experience building and shaping
a skilled blend of investment
capabilities and working towards
this vision. We leverage areas of
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“AS AN AUTHORITY
ON PORTFOLIO
CONSTRUCTION, WE PUSH
BOUNDARIES, LOOKING IN
BOTH CONVENTIONAL AND
UNCONVENTIONAL PLACES
FOR NEW AND ADDITIONAL
SOURCES OF RETURN.
WE LEVERAGE THE DEPTH
AND BREADTH OF OUR
EXPERTISE TO CUSTOMISE A
RANGE OF SOLUTIONS FOR
OUR CLIENTS, RELEVANT IN
TODAY’S EVER-CHANGING
LANDSCAPE”
NERSAN NAIDOO, CEO: SANLAM INVESTMENTS
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As an authority on portfolio construction, our
approach is centred around a simple formula:

Strategies x (Tools + Insights) = Solutions

IT’S AT THE
HEART OF
EVERYTHING
WE DO.

We offer award-winning
performance via our pooled life
and segregated portfolios that
we structure to match the risk
profile and preferences of large
institutional clients. Our clients
include retirement funds, long-term
insurers, short-term insurers, medical
schemes, municipalities, university
endowment funds, charities, mining
rehabilitation funds and trusts.

[

As one of the largest multi-specialist
investment teams in South Africa, we
offer our clients a depth and breadth
of expertise that is hard to match.
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OUR

COMMITMENT

TO YOU

We drive this through the precision
and commitment of a team of
Wealthsmiths™ who have the skill
to blend the right combination of
investments and turn them into
something more. We are guided
by deep research, powered by the
breadth of expertise and a solutions
mindset, fueled by unconventional
thinking.
Our thinking is pioneering –
challenging the status quo and
exploring new ways of doing things.
We recognize that it is how you
blend different strategies that
ultimately makes the difference to
building successful portfolios.
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“WE PUSH THE
BOUNDARIES, LOOKING
FOR OPPORTUNITIES
WHERE OTHERS WON’T;
FINDING OPPORTUNITIES
THAT OTHERS DON’T.”
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A BROAD SET
OF INNOVATIVE

INVESTMENT
TOOLS

TO DIVERSIFY, PROTECT AND GROW CLIENTS’
WEALTH, IRRESPECTIVE OF MARKET MOVEMENTS

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS CAN
IMPROVE DIVERSIFICATION AND
HELP REDUCE OVERALL VOLATILITY
One of the main benefits of
alternative investments is to
provide diversification at an overall
portfolio level. The protection and
return potential are other attractive
characteristics.
Studies show that adding
uncorrelated assets to a portfolio
reduces total portfolio risk and
therefore may improve the riskadjusted returns of a portfolio.

WE OFFER A BROADER SET OF
TOOLS TO GENERATE RETURNS
AND MANAGE RISK
We give you the ability and
flexibility to invest across a wide
range of sectors and to respond
quickly to changes in the market.
We can therefore help you pursue
opportunities using tools that may
not be available to traditional asset
managers. We give you access to
a wide range of asset classes that
include private equity, private debt,
real estate, infrastructure and hedge
funds.
For those seeking to develop more
sophisticated solutions, we provide
distinctive tools and ideas and the
expertise to use these to meet your
specific investment objectives.
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LARGE UNIVERSITY ENDOWMENT
FUNDS EMBRACE THE BENEFITS OF
ALTERNATIVE ASSET ALLOCATIONS
US-based university endowment
funds such as Yale and Harvard have
been leaders in diversified multiasset class investing for over two
decades. Notably, their approach to
asset class diversification includes a
large exposure to alternative asset
classes. Through this approach to
investing, they have consistently
achieved attractive annual returns
with moderate risk.*
*Frontier Investment management LLP
research: Investing Like the Harvard and
Yale Endowment Funds, March 2018
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“SUBSTANTIAL ALLOCATIONS
TO ALTERNATIVE
ASSETS OFFER A LEVEL
OF DIVERSIFICATION
UNAVAILABLE TO INVESTORS
IN TRADITIONAL ASSETS,
ALLOWING THE CREATION OF
PORTFOLIOS WITH SUPERIOR
RETURN CHARACTERISTICS.”
DAVID F. SWENSEN, CIO, THE YALE ENDOWMENT
REPORT, YALE ENDOWMENT FUND (2010)
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REDUCE YOUR
DEPENDENCE ON

TRADITIONAL
SOLUTIONS

TO SOLVE MODERN INVESTMENT CHALLENGES
AND FIND ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF ALPHA
WHAT ARE THE INVESTMENT
ATTRIBUTES OF ALTERNATIVE
INVESTMENTS?
Alternatives offer investors a
distinct set of attributes that are
not commonly found in mainstream
investments products. They
typically have a lower correlation to
traditional investment products and
offer real diversification benefits.
GROWTH OF THE HEDGE FUND
INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AFRICA
• Now approved in terms of
Regulation 28
• Greater transparency
• Better risk management and
governance
• Better regulated
• Operational controls
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HEDGE FUND MANAGERS HAVE
MORE FLEXIBILITY TO MAXIMISE
RETURNS
There are basic similarities between
traditional funds and hedge funds:
both invest in a variety of asset
classes, both have the objective of
maximising investor returns and
both aim to manage risk.
Hedge funds, however, use
additional, non-traditional
investment tools such as shortselling, derivatives and leverage
to maximise investor returns
(irrespective of whether the market
is moving up or down).
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HEDGE FUND

STRATEGIES

1

DERIVATIVES
Derivatives are financial products
with value that stems from an
underlying asset or set of asset
classes. These can be stocks, debt
instruments or any number of other
underlying assets. A derivative’s
value is based on an asset but
ownership of a derivative doesn’t
necessarily mean ownership of the
asset.

2

SHORT-SELLING
When you invest using
traditional investment tools, you
buy a share to sell once it has
increased in value. Selling short is
the opposite – selling something
at a high price that you don’t
own but have borrowed, with the
anticipation that by the time you
need to return it to the lender, you
would have been able to buy it for a
cheaper price.

3

LEVERAGE
Leverage uses debt to give you
greater exposure to an asset that
will allow you to benefit to a greater
extent from market movements.

Benefits of hedge fund strategies
Managed Risk

Enhanced Returns

Hedge funds are approved in terms of
Regulation 28.

Hedge funds can offer a flexible asset allocation and obtain exposure through
responsible leverage. Specialist assets and/or asset classes offer:

• Risk monitoring methods and
compliance are tightly regulated
by the Financial Services Board
(FSB).
• Increases overall portfolio stability
when traditional investments
underperform
• Counteracts market risk
• Has the flexibility and tools
to complement traditional
investments
• Has the ability to generate returns
in falling market environments

• Low volatility
• High return macro strategies
• Specialist strategies linked to specific:
- Indices
- Assets / stocks
- Currencies

HEDGE FUND CAPABILITY
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Added diversification

Greater transparency and regulatory controls
Increased regulations mean that there are increasing reporting and disclosure
requirements that promote transparency and monitor and manage systematic risk.
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GOVERNANCE

STRUCTURES
IMPROVED
GOVERNANCE
STRUCTURES
ENSURE
STRUCTURAL
ALIGNMENT
OF INTERESTS
WITH
INVESTORS
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The way a business and its
investments are structured can be a
fundamental source of value. When
they are structured in a way that
aligns with investors’ interests, it
increases the investment manager’s
incentive to identify and add value.
The most practical example of
this is when the primary source of
compensation is from performancebased fees rather than management
fees, based on assets under
management. Another example is
if the business also co-invests in its
own capabilities or funds.
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RETURNS
GENERATED
BY HEDGE
FUNDS
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THE RISKS
AND HOW WE

MANAGE THESE

HOW WE MANAGE RISK
Because we are part of a large
conglomerate, our compliance and
governance controls, research and
risk mitigation processes are critical.
The challenge with managing risk
in a dynamic environment is that
one needs transparent access to
information and the operational
platform to measure and manage
this. With the backing of the Sanlam
Group, we have ready access to the
necessary information.
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Regular investment monitoring and reporting
Transparency

Measurement

Management

We have transparent access to
notional exposure metrics. This
includes snapshots of exposure to:

Our models facilitate measurement
AND enable us to look forward
for scenario testing (of expected
exposures).

We manage risk limits within
carefully considered parameters.
Ongoing and active management
is necessary because the nature of
the market and contracts based on
underlying assets is dynamic. We
actively manage the following:

•
•
•
•
•

Counterparty credit risk
Asset classes
Instruments
Strategies
Daily returns

• Snapshot in time risk
• Projected risk
• Stressed environment risk
Over and above this risk analysis,
we focus on:
• Liquidity analysis
• Pricing analysis
• Valuations

Counterparty features
• Rating
• Scale / size
• Exposure

Type of derivative exposure
• Asset class exposure
• Collateral limits / measures /
arrangements
If need be, we can unwind positions,
re-set contracts / exposures, hedge
exposure, transfer positions to
others to ensure that we maintain
appropriate parameter-driven
exposure amounts.

HEDGE FUND CAPABILITY
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HOW TO
CHOOSE THE RIGHT
ALTERNATIVE

INVESTMENTS
MANAGER

Strategies available - what
do they have and how are
they different?

People and business
structure is crucial

How to choose a strategy?

a. Skills and proven track record of
strategies and managers
b. Operational platform is critical:
i. Systems
ii. Checks and controls
iii. Qualitative and quantitative
metrics
iv. Risk management and
governance framework
v. Understanding of and
compliance with regulatory
framework
vi. Alignment with investor
interests from a fees point of
view
vii. Incentive to generate absolute
returns
viii. Transparency and reporting

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

a. There are a wide range of strategies
b. Different language and terminology
c. Broad and more specific categories
i. Some analyse stocks to look for
mispricing
ii. Some study macro trends
iii. Some fund of hedge funds do
research and analysis for you
and combine the strategies for
you
iv. Long-short strategies
(directional and pairing)
v. Event driven
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Credibility
Independence
Trust
Scale / liquidity
Access to resources and research
Autonomy
Strong brand

Questions to ask when choosing
a strategy:
• What will complement your existing
portfolio?
• Is there a specific strategy that
you feel will improve your asset
allocation?
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1
2

DEFINE YOUR OBJECTIVES

3
4

MAP OUT BENEFITS AND
COSTS

5

ENSURE THE MANAGER
HAS A ROBUST
OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE
a. Appropriate
governance and risk
reporting
b. Pricing, executing,
booking transactions
c. Measuring and
reporting risks and
their impact on asset
exposure, liability
exposure, liquidity
profile and cash flows
d. Operational aspects of
derivatives (collateral
transfers)
e. Contractual discipline
f. Monitor, measure,
manage counterparty
risk limits and breaches
g. Regulatory compliance

6

IDENTIFY AND DISCLOSE
RISK LIMITS

IDENTIFY THE RIGHT
STRATEGY
a. Reduce risk
b. Efficient portfolio
management

UNDERSTAND THE RISK
a. Measure
b. Manage
c. Control
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WHAT
SETS US

APART?

WE PUSH BOUNDARIES FOR OUR
CLIENTS
We push boundaries, looking
in both conventional and
unconventional places for
alternative sources of return.
We look for opportunities where
others won’t; find opportunities that
others don’t.
ENTREPRENEURIAL FLAIR WITHIN
THE DISCIPLINE AND SCALE OF A
LARGE GROUP
Sanlam Investments has long been
a supporter of alternative strategies.
The strategic alignment of a number
of alternative investment strategies
and capabilities within one business
represents a firm commitment
to consolidating, growing and
developing the intellectual base,
range of strategies and access to
alternative sources of alpha for
investors.
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OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE,
BETTER RISK CONTROLS AND
GOVERNANCE
Being part of one of the largest
financial services providers in Africa
has great benefits for the business.
Our hedge fund managers leverage
off the group for legal, compliance,
HR, operations and IT, and also have
access to scrip lending agreements
and fundamental and qualitative
research. The compliance team
monitors portfolios daily.
ACCESS TO IDEAS, RESEARCH AND
RELATIONSHIPS
Our portfolio managers have
access to third-party research,
flow information and trade idea
generation because we are part of
a large group of businesses. Trades
are executed independently, with
managers receiving fair pricing and
liquidity from the market due to
them being part of a greater group.

A LONG-TERM VIEW AND A FOCUS
ON PERFORMANCE
We have access to seed capital and
financial backing from the Group if
necessary, to invest in intellectual
capital, and build sustainable
business cases for different
strategies. This is an important
differentiator, because managers
are able to take the time to make
the right decisions and concentrate
on performance, rather than be in a
rush to raise assets or buy and sell
instruments for liquidity.
ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS SIT
ALONGSIDE TRADITIONAL ACTIVE
AND PASSIVE STRATEGIES
From an investor point of view, we
believe that portfolio managers
should make use of the extended
set of tools available to ensure
the best results for our clients
regardless of the prevailing market
conditions. Managers have the
freedom to express their own
views and run their own strategies,
but with a high level of risk and
operational oversight.
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WHY SANLAM

INVESTMENTS?

A consistant process, governance
and oversight
Highly-experienced investment
professionals

PASSIVE

In-depth global manager research
and access to the research and
expertise of the Sanlam Group

ALTERNATIVE
INVESTMENTS

ACTIVE

Diversified access to a quality
hedge fund manager
Disciplined portfolio construction
Focused risk management: liquidity
matching, governance and risk
management are focal points for us
Rigorous operational due diligence
Ongoing monitoring of managers
and market opportunities
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WE OFFER A BROAD RANGE OF
STRATEGIES AND SOLUTIONS FOR
INSTITUTIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
Our objective is to make accessible or
build the best investment portfolios
and leverage our investment research
capabilities to provide innovative
solutions to client needs. We provide
alternative investment solutions to a
range of clients and our capabilities
in the hedge fund space are broad.
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO
ACTIVE MANAGEMENT
We have developed a compelling
alternative investment capability
to operate in a complementary
way to traditional investments.
This is because we believe that
for true diversification, alternative
investments should form a part of
every investment portfolio.
WE ARE BACKED BY A LEADING
INDUSTRY BRAND THAT GIVES
CLIENTS PEACE OF MIND
It also gives us support in the
form of a strong, disciplined and
scalable business platform. Our
senior management team have
proven expertise and a great track
record. We have an active talent

HEDGE FUND CAPABILITY
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development programme to diversify
our team and give opportunities into
the next generation.
WE ONLY MAKE MONEY WHEN WE
MAKE MONEY FOR YOU
Being part of a diversified business
gives us the benefits of scale, but
we retain an independent and
entrepreneurial nature and our
portfolio managers are incentivised
to develop innovative solutions for
clients’ investment needs.

WE HAVE THE TOOLS,
EXPERTISE, SKILLS, TRACK
RECORD AND INCENTIVE
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
OPPORTUNITIES AND
MITIGATE AGAINST THE RISKS
INHERENT IN TRADITIONAL
‘LONG-ONLY’ ACTIVE AND
PASSIVE STRATEGIES.
19
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LEADING
BROAD-BASED

FINANCIAL
SERVICES GROUP
SANLAM
PERSONAL FINANCE
SA Retail: Life insurance,
investment and other financial
services

GROUP OFFICE

SANLAM
PAN AFRICA
Life insurance, general insurance,
investments, credit and banking

SANLAM GROUP

SANLAM
INVESTMENT GROUP
Investment management, private
wealth management, specialised
finance.

SANLAM
CORPORATE
Employee benefits, health

SANTAM
General insurance in SA and
co-investor in SPA general
insurance businesses
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SANLAM INVESTMENT

OVERVIEW
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101 YEARS IN
BUSINESS
PRESENT IN
44 COUNTRIES
AROUND THE
GLOBE
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Sanlam Investments consists of the following authorised Financial Services Providers: Sanlam Investment Management (Pty) Ltd
(“SIM”), Sanlam Multi Manager International (Pty) Ltd (“SMMI”), Satrix Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd, Graviton Wealth Management (Pty) Ltd
(“GWM”), Graviton Financial Partners (Pty) Ltd (“GFP”), Satrix Investments (Pty) Ltd, Amplify Investment Partners (Pty) Ltd, Sanlam
Capital Markets (Pty) Ltd (“SCM”), Sanlam Private Wealth (Pty) Ltd (“SPW”), Sanlam Credit Fund Advisor Proprietary Limited, Sanlam
Africa Real Estate Advisor Proprietary Limited and Sanlam Employee Benefits (“SEB”), a division of Sanlam Life Insurance Limited and
Simeka Wealth (Pty) Ltd; and has the following approved Management Companies under the Collective Investment Schemes Control
Act: Sanlam Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“SCI”) and Satrix Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“Satrix”). Sanlam Collective Investments
(RF) (Pty) Ltd is a registered and approved Manager in terms of the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act. A schedule of fees can
be obtained from the Manager. Collective investment schemes are generally medium- to long-term investments. Past performance is not
necessarily a guide to future performance, and the value of investments/units /unit trusts may go down as well as up. A schedule of fees
and charges and maximum commissions is available from the Manager on request. Collective investments are traded at ruling prices and
can engage in borrowing and scrip lending. The Manager does not provide any guarantee with respect to either the capital or the return
of a portfolio. The manager has the right to close the portfolio to new investors in order to manage it more efficiently in accordance
with its mandate. Income funds derive their income primarily from interest-bearing instruments. The yield is current and is calculated on
a daily basis. If the fund holds assets in foreign countries it could be exposed to the following risks regarding potential constraints on
liquidity and the repatriation of funds.

55 Willie van Schoor Ave, Bellville 7530 | Private Bag X8,
Tyger Valley 7536, South Africa

T
F

+27 (0)21 950 2500
+27 (0)21 950 2126

www.sanlaminvestments.com
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